Deterministic Nonlinear Transformations of Phase Noise in Quantum-Limited Frequency Combs.
Optical phase noise of femtosecond lasers is analyzed over various steps of broadband nonlinear frequency conversion. The intrinsic phase jitter of our system originates from quantum statistics in the mode-locked oscillator. Supercontinuum generation by four-wave-mixing processes preserves a noise minimum at the optical carrier frequency. From there, a quadratic increase of the comb linewidth results with mutually anticorrelated phase fluctuations of both spectral wings. Passive phase locking by difference frequency generation strongly enhances the optical phase noise to a level equaling the carrier-envelope phase jitter of the fundamental comb. The same value results from quadratic extrapolation of the optical phase noise to radio frequencies. Our findings are consistent with a fully deterministic transformation of phase noise according to the elastic tape model.